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ABSTRACT 

The death-scene investigation is an important and increasingly recognized step in the process 

of diagnosing Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). According to current definitions, in-

formation from death-scene investigations is required when SIDS diagnoses are made. Due to 

differences in national jurisdictions, however, there are differences in the methods used and 

the professions involved in routinely performed death-scene investigations. Therefore any in-

ternational comparability of death-scene data is limited. 

Only a few epidemiological studies have used thorough death-scene investigations in a sys-

tematic way, including a standardized, objective observation of the scene in cases and refer-

ence data from the general population. These studies gave close insights into the circum-

stances of infant death, but their complex protocols are mostly not feasible for routine use. 

For that purpose, manageable death scene investigation protocols need to be distilled from the 

ones used in complex studies, taking into account their results. 

Whilst protocols for post-mortem examinations and definitions for SIDS have been largely 

standardized and agreed internationally, this step is still missing for death-scene investiga-

tions. If routinely obtained death-scene data were standardized and, thus, comparable, this 

would have a potential of generating new hypotheses that eventually lead to a better under-

standing of the underlying mechanisms and to more effective measures of prevention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Even from ancient times, there are reports of sudden and unexpected deaths in infancy 

or early childhood. First written notes which may possibly be linked to Sudden Infant Death 

Syndrome (SIDS) can be found in the Bible. After the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, 

seven plagues were sent upon them. The seventh and worst was the death of all firstborn chil-

dren. Elsewhere in the Bible, there are reports of mothers overlaying their infants and smoth-

ering them to death. Several centuries later, some medieval decrees addressed this overlaying 

with the Latin term “oppression infantum”. [1] 

In the 17th to 19th century, first attempts were made to explain sudden infant death as a 

consequence from certain medical conditions. There were hypotheses that an enlarged thymus 

may have caused suffocation in dead infants, a supposed condition named “asthma 

thymicum” which was later regarded as a sign of a complex developmental disorder of “lym-

phatic-chlorotic nature”. [2] In consequence of these hypotheses, the thymus of infants got 

routinely radiated by x-ray as a prophylactic measure in the early 20th century. [3] 

With the gradual decline in infant mortality in the 1950s and 1960s, cases of sudden in-

fant death became more visible and more important. With increasing awareness of this appar-

ently new problem, a conference was convened in Seattle, WA, in 1969 and the first serious 

definition of SIDS was proposed by a panel of experts: 

“The sudden death of any infant or young child which is unexpected by history, and in 

which a thorough post-mortem examination fails to demonstrate an adequate cause of death.“ 

[4] 
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Although is soon became evident that most SIDS cases occurred during sleep, the death 

scene, which may reveal important information about the sleep environment and circum-

stances of deaths, was not considered important at that time. Some twenty years later, how-

ever, the perception had grown that it is vital to study the death scene very thoroughly before 

SIDS can be diagnosed by exclusion with some certainty. A new, extended definition of SIDS 

was proposed: 

“The sudden death of an infant under one year of age which remains unexplained after a 

thorough case investigation, including performance of a complete autopsy, examination of the 

death scene, and a review of the clinical history.“ [5] 

A systematic investigation of the death scene not only turned out to reveal important in-

formation of the circumstances of death and helped understand the findings of post-mortem 

examinations. Moreover, potentially dangerous sleeping environments [6, 7] and, in particu-

lar, various risk factors for SIDS could be identified. Most importantly, the prone sleeping 

position [8], but also overheating by clothing or heating devices [9], soft mattresses [10], and 

bedding material [11] were found to be associated with SIDS. There are still some controver-

sies about the potential risk of co-sleeping [12, 13] and the potentially protective effect of 

pacifier use on risk of SIDS. [14] All these factors are present in the sleep environment and 

could be identified by research into the scene of death. 

In 2004, Krous et al. made certain findings from death scene investigations, e.g. a safe 

sleep environment, part of their proposed definitions of categories of SIDS, which incorpo-

rated degrees of diagnostic certainty. [15] This demonstrates the remarkable increase in the 

recognized importance of death-scene information in the context of SIDS over 35 years of 

research. 
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DEATH SCENE INVESTIGATIONS IN SIDS STUDIES 

Though data on the circumstances of death and the death scene after finding a dead 

baby have been obtained in scientific studies for a long time in many epidemiological studies, 

only a few have used thorough death-scene investigations in a systematic way, including a 

standardized, objective observation of the scene in cases and reference data from the general 

population. Making standardized scene investigations in cases only [7, 16] is a valuable first 

step, but results may be difficult to interpret when reference data from living controls are 

missing. Allegedly striking findings in cases may turn out meaningless when they do not dif-

fer from findings in living controls. Even when using reference data from case-control studies 

[17], results from retrospective interviews of parents may be substantially affected by recall 

bias. Rather than obtaining death-scene data by parent interviews alone, letting parents re-

enact the death scene with the use of baby-like dolls [7] turned out to be a more realistic, in-

tuitive and enlightening method, although still retrospective and prone to recall bias.  

Ideally, studies into the death scene and sleep environment should be done by standard-

ized observation, timed as closely to the fatal event as possible so the dead baby is still where 

it was found, and with living control infants as a reference. Beyond the static scene found, 

data on the circumstances should be obtained by standardized parent interview. This includes 

questions on the time the baby was last fed, brought to sleep or heard, on any unusual occur-

rences, and on what has changed after the case was found. Visits to control parents should be 

appointed at short notice, so the place is in the usual condition and not tidied up for the visi-

tor. Control infants should be at the same age and the time of the day the same as when the 

respective case was found dead.  
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The first study that included all these elements was conducted in Germany from 1998-

2002 [18]. A similar study was undertaken in England from 2003-2006 [19]. Both studies 

turned out to be extremely complex in both logistics and data analysis, but gave close insights 

into the circumstances of infant death. The analyses of the enormous amount of data gathered 

during both studies are still ongoing. 
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CURRENT PRACTICE OF ROUTINE SCENE INVESTIGATION – OP-

PORTUNITIES AND LIMITATIONS 

To what extent death-scene investigations are carried out on a routine basis after an in-

fant was found dead varies considerably from country to country, according to the respective 

legislation. In most countries, any sudden unexplained infant death (SUID) will give rise to an 

investigation by the police or other authorities, and a scene investigation usually is an impor-

tant part of this. The primary aim of this sort of investigation is to clarify whether the death 

had natural or unnatural causes. Unnatural causes include accidents, abuse, neglect and infan-

ticide. The consequences of the investigations may be penalization of any perpetrator and/or 

prevention of further fatalities by eliminating any hazardous factors, e.g. so far unrecognized 

causes of accidents. 

To a much lesser extent are the findings of scene investigations used to clarify the un-

derlying cause of death. Although part of current definitions of SIDS, findings from scene in-

vestigations are not necessarily incorporated in the final diagnosis of the underlying cause of 

death. This practice varies considerably between countries and sometimes even between re-

gions or states in the same country. Also missing is a systematic scientific evaluation of find-

ings made in routine scene investigations, although this may be an important source of new 

scientific evidence. If routinely obtained death-scene data could be analyzed in scientific 

studies, this would have a potential of generating new hypotheses that needed to be confirmed 

in epidemiological studies and eventually lead to more effective measures of prevention. 

One of the reasons why this is not usually the case is that death-scene investigations in 

sudden unexpected infant deaths (SUDI) are not generally standardized. There may or may 

not be protocols in place on a national level, but even if they exist, an international standardi-
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zation is still missing. A step in the right direction was done by the CDC in 1996 when guide-

lines and recommendations were issued for the US. [20, 21]. However, not even in the US is 

the use of these guidelines and forms mandated and a subsequent survey revealed that they 

were not widely used. [22] Acceptance in the US may be better with revised forms and rec-

ommendations, but even if successful in the US, an international standardization of death-

scene protocols is still missing and will be hard to achieve. Protocols for post-mortem exami-

nations [23] and definitions for SIDS [24] could – at least in part – be standardized on an in-

ternational level. However, this step is still missing for death-scene investigations, both for 

methods and interpretation of findings, and remains a major challenge for the future. 
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CONCLUSIONS  

The death-scene investigation is an important step in the process of diagnosing SIDS. 

According to current definitions of SIDS, information from death-scene investigations is re-

quired when SIDS diagnoses are made. Due to differences in national jurisdictions, however, 

there are differences in the methods used and the professions involved. Therefore any interna-

tional comparability of death-scene information is limited. 

The complex protocols used in epidemiological studies investigating the death scene of 

SIDS cases are mostly not feasible for routine use. For that purpose, manageable death scene 

investigation protocols need to be distilled from the ones used in complex studies, taking into 

account their results. The protocols also need to consider reference information from living 

controls, stratified by cultural, ethic and socio-economic background. Protocols for routine 

use should obtain fewer and the most meaningful indicators from the death scene in a stan-

dardized way. The CDC guidelines, which have been used, evaluated and further developed 

in the US since 1996, are a good starting point for internationally agreed protocols for routine 

use. 

If procedures to diagnose SIDS from all available information, including death-scene 

data, could be internationally standardized, this would give opportunities to better compare 

SIDS mortality rates between countries and to better understand the complex mechanisms 

eventually leading to sudden death in infancy. Hopefully, more individualized and, thus, more 

effective measures of prevention could be developed and introduced, further reducing the risk 

of SIDS and the fears of parents. 
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